August's Sampler of the Month

As you can see, "Hestera Harmer 1843," reproduced by Barbara/Queenstown Sampler Designs, is simply a stunning sampler with some
of the most beautiful roses ever stitched, with an exquisite carnation border ~ and for a few more days you may take advantage of our
Sampler-of-the-Month discount of 15% off the chart + the linen and/or silk. Barbara's reproduction was done on 48c Light Examplar
from Lakeside Linens with NPI silks; I'm stitching on Lakeside's 45c Vintage Maritime White. The original sampler measures 11 5/8 x
16 on 50c linen ~ on 45c the sampler will be approximately 13 x 17 1/2 ~ on 40c it will be 14 1/2 x 19 3/4. The chart is $16; the fabric
and silk costs vary greatly depending on the count-linen you select. The reproductionist recommends more silk when stitching on largercount fabrics. For 45c, the fabric is $25 and the NPI silk needed is $84 and for Belle Soie it's $104. On 40c, the fabric is $30, the
NPI silk needed is $108, and the Belle Soie is $104. Save 15% off those prices for the remaining waning days of August .

Coming in November . . .

. . . our Second Spectacular Sampler Symposium (the first one was in January 2005 if you missed it).
Here's the incomparable faculty for this very special weekend, Friday, November 14, 6 p.m. through
mid-day on Sunday, November 16:
Barb and Alma of Blackbird Designs
Tina and Teri of Shepherd's Bush
ASU English Professor Dr. Maureen Daly Goggin specializing in Rhetoric

SANQ author, sampler lover and collector, reproductionist, and journalist Vickie LoPiccolo Jennett of
NeedleWorkPress
All events will again be held at Mesa's Dobson Ranch Inn , www.dobsonranchinn.com/ A room block is
available there (just mention Attic Needlework ) ~ and the room rate for a single/double is $95. We hope
that you will plan to spend this special weekend with us learning and stitching and laughing and eating and
developing new friendships along with a greater appreciation for a few who came before us in our
needlework journey ~ and for those who enrich our journey today. Your $350 fee includes all classes, kits
and class materials, Friday night supper, Saturday and Sunday lunches, Saturday night reception, and a few
special surprises. A non-refundable deposit of $175 will secure your spot' the balance of the fee is due on
or before November 1. Registration is limited by the size of the Pagoda Room at the Dobson Ranch, so
don't delay. We don't want you to miss out.
The preliminary schedule for the weekend is:
Friday night
6 - 7 p.m. - Dr. Goggin's lecture and slideshow, "Marking Time: Janie Terrero's 1912 Embroidered
English Suffrage Signature Handkerchief"
In the early evening of March 1, 1912, several hundred WSPU (Women’s Social and Political Union)
suffragettes engaged in a vigorous window-smashing campaign throughout London and the greater London
area to call attention to the women’s cause and to bring pressure to bear on politicians who were poised to
vote on a suffrage bill. Among the over 200 women arrested, Janie Terrero was put into custody. While
incarcerated in Holloway Prison, London, she stitched a signature handkerchief to mark the second of two
hunger strikes that year by suffragettes in prison. She collected twenty signatures of the women who
shared her cell block and who had participated in both strikes, and carefully chain stitched their names.
Maureen Daly Goggin shows how Terrero’s handkerchief represents a powerful twist on the friendship
handkerchiefs and quilts that were popular at that time as it served as an activity of political resistance
and purposeful construction of suffragette identity in the choice of fabric, colors, and stitches
7:30 - 9 p.m. - Barb and Alma of Blackbird Designs
Saturday
9 - 10 a.m. - Dr. Goggin's lecture and slideshow, "Elizabeth Parker's Story and circa 1830 Sampler
Through The Eye of a Needle"
In 1830, Elizabeth Parker, daughter of a day laborer and teacher of Ashburnham, East Sussex, England, cross-stitched a memoir of her
then brief life of some seventeen years. In these lines, Parker relates a story of sexual violation and physical abuse at the hands of her
employer, Lt. G. After suturing 46 lines, 1,722 words, and 6,699 characters, she stops mid-line and mid-way down her cloth with the
powerful plea, “What will become of my soul[?]” Maureen Daly Goggin’s research unravels the mysteries of Parker’s life and her sampler.

10:15 - 11:45 - "Inked in Silk" ~ included in this presentation by Vickie LoPiccolo Jennett will be a
wonderful sampler Vickie's designed which incorporates one of the hundreds of verses she's
collected over the years - here's a snippet of Vickie's design and a snippet of the verse:

"Tis friends who make this desert world . . . "
12:00 - 1:00 - Lunch (included in your fee)
1:00 - 4:00 - Tina and Teri of Shepherd's Bush
5:00 - ?? - Evening Reception with Food at the shop
Sunday
9 - 12 Noon - Barb and Alma of Blackbird Designs
12:00-1:00 - Lunch (included in your fee)
1:00-2:00 - Door prizes and surprises!

Classes this Weekend

Flat Fold Finishing ~ One Class ~ Saturday, August 30, 9:30 - 12:30 p.m.
Instructor: Christy
Fee: $30 (includes text & finishing materials)
This unique finishing technique for stand-ups can be applied to many designs. Bring your stitched piece along with your chosen backing
fabric to class, and Christy will teach you this finishing technique that is especially wonderful for Holiday (including patriotic ones and
Halloween) decorations ~ when the holiday is over, these are easily stored in a box. The class text, currently being revised and
republished by Judy Odell, is included with your fee.

Whitman Tin Finishing - One Class, Saturday, August 30, 1:30-4:30 p.m.
Instructor: Christy
Fee: $15 (includes finishing materials)
Well, Christy rescued me! She will lead this finishing workshop ~ all I have to do is stitch it! I love this little set, and I'm excited that
it will soon be finished!. Your fee includes materials needed to finish it, i.e., Warm & Natural and other necessities. Bring your finished
needlework and we'll see if we can't get this done in an afternoon! If you still need a tin, we have a VERY few remaining due to an order
cancellation. Soon they'll be gone.

Coming to The Attic Very Soon . . .

"Peace Sampler" by Becky/A Stitcher's Hand is another stunning sampler from this designer. Variations of the verse appear in other
sampler designs (for example, "Heaven Doth Ask" by Brenda Keyes of The Sampler Company and "Emily Lucille" adapted from a mideighteenth century English sampler by The Scarlet Letter) , but its applicability for our 21st-century life is apparent: "Could we
forbear disputes, and practice love; we should agree as angels do above. Weak tho we are to love is no hard task; so love for love is all
that heaven doth ask." If you're not familiar with her other designs, go to http://www.nordencrafts.com/CHARTS/AST/astmain.html
and see the dichotomy between her two types of designs, both whimsical and elegant ~ her Becky Boos designs are at the top and as you
scroll down towards the bottom of the page you will see Becky's other beautiful designs. My favorites: "Dorothy's Garden" ~ "Honest
Kind and Good" ~ "My Friend" ~ and a few others! Her newest sampler, above, she stitched on 28-count linen over 1 with Au VEr A Soie
silk. The sampler measures approximately 578W x 941H. While it's not one of our Samplers of the Month, you will receive a 15%
discount on your purchase of the project. Projected (because I haven't yet received my invoice and shipment) costs: chart, $30 ~ silk,
$235+ ~ linen varies with the count and type.

Coming in September from Witney Antiques, , , ,

. . . an exhibit catalogue being published in conjunction with their annual exhibition of samplers for this year where they have "set out to
explore the far reaching influence of Quaker teaching on schoolgirl needlework." Carol Humphrey is the exhibition's guest curator and
author of the catalogue, and her authorship makes this a VERY important addition to any needleworker's library. I do not have a price
yet, but past Witney catalogues have been in the $30 - $35 range. You may reserve your copy now, and as soon as I learn the price, it
will be included in a future eNewsletter.

Here's What's New in The Attic

Here's the latest from everyone's favorite, Barb+Alma/Blackbird Designs, Loose Feathers #32, "Beyond My Heart." ~ and our
conversion to Belle Soie on Lakeside Linens.

And included in the chart is Mystery Bonus #3 ~ shown below are the Mystery Parts 1 - 3 and our conversion to Belle Soie and Lakeside
Linens .

And from another of everyone's favorites, Diane Williams/Litatle House Needleworks "Autumn Harvest" ($6) and "Heart and Home
Sampler" ($6). We have the tin frame coming. Isn't it adorable over one?

. . . and from her daughter, Nikki Leeman of Country Cottage Needleworks in her Country Cottage Kids series, calling all grandmas who
have a princess in their life, "Princess Parade" ($8), ~ and "Boys and Bugs" ($8), with its boyish charm!

Lori/La-D-Da has given you two for one this time. "All Our Troubles" (9) shows the framed piece on its
front cover and, on the back, the wee pincushion/ornament-sized design (55W x 38H) will measure
approximately 3 x 2 on 36-count linen.

And here's the front and back covers of Erica Michaels' "A Few Appropriate Remarks" ($16) ~ if stitching words isn't your favorite,
even though it's the words from President Lincoln's most famous and most quoted speech, his Gettysburg Address, you may choose to
stitch the condensed version that begins with the now-iconic words, "Four score and seven years ago . . ." Thank you, Linda, for charting
this most significant and historical speech from President Lincoln, my most favorite president. I would love to have this on my wall.

Debbie Booth/My Big Toe Designs has charted another favorite verse of many, "To every thing there is a season . . ." with a Quaker
influence. "Quaker Seasons" ($10)is 137w x 236h ~ choose your favorite fabric and thread. We'll be doing a conversion to our favorite
silk. Debbie's sense of humor shines through in a number of her designs ~ "Give Me the Cookie" ($5) is another one that makes me laugh
out loud! And Debbie's abiding faith is also reflected in many of her designs ~ "Be Still and Know" ($6) is in that genre. And i hope that
you saw the featured article in Just CrossStitch 's latest issue, its first-ever Halloween issue. It's a great article on Debbie and her
designs, and a great magazine plumb full of great Halloween-themed designs.

Paulette Stewart/Plum Street Samplers' newest in her "G" series, "Ghoul" ($9) is sure to be a favorite of
many. To see the others in Paulette's "G" series, please go to
http://www.nordencrafts.com/CHARTS/PLS/plsmain.html ~ scroll down and click on "Gather," "Give" and
"Gobble" ~ I LOVE all of them!
And from Europe, Margreet Beemsterboer/ K & V has published "Marken Heroic Sampler" ($28) using embroidered ribbons from a
private collection as her inspiration. There is a wonderful historic perspective on the Marker women and their embroidery included with
the chart, in both English and Dutch.

Also from K & V, "Lettres Gigi" (each $22), beautiful monochromatic samplers with magnificent lettering and equally magnificent
motifs. If your favorite alphabet letter doesn't appear, be patient ~ we hope there's more. Hint, hint, Gigi! I know you read our
newsletter, and we LOVE these! Keep them coming!

We have some bling in from dear Charland. I fell in love with these at the Columbus market, Sterling silver bracelets, beads, and
charms, many with a needlework theme. I've shown you two photos, very similar EXCEPT the one on the right has the "Queen" charm.

We are all, of course, queens when it comes to our needlework. From left to right, the prices of the "bracelet parts" are: bracelet, $40
~ stopper beads, each $14, thimble & scissors charm, $24 ~ glass beads, $12 each ~ spool, $30 ~ "Queen," $19, and sampler, $23. The
glass beads are available in many beautiful colors. Treat yourself!

Also here from Charland Designs , "Party Shoes" ($7) which features one of the cutest bellpulls ever designed ~ the bar for this pewter
Witch Bellpull Hardware ($23) measures 4.75 inches ~ and the "Halloween Scissor Case Kit" (25) includes everything but the scissors,
even the tiny witch charm that you no doubt can't see on the back.

We have another tote design ($69 ND) handmade specially handmade for us in the ever-popular Blackbird/Moda fabric. I should have
photographed the inside as well, which features a cell phone pocket as well as other pockets ~ one can never have enough. I'll try to
photograph the inside for you. And some photos of a number of our colorful totes, which are on special this month for our Attic Addict
members, at 15% off.

Some new models in the shop ~ Amy's "All in a Moon.," a new threadpack from Sharon Crescent ~ Bunny's "Country Life" ($14) from
The Scarlet Letter that I photographed in pieces because of its length ~ my apologies for the ceiling light reflections. I LOVE this
sampler, especially its verse: "Let the wealthy and great roll in splendor and state. I envy them not I declare it. I eat my own lamb, my
chicken and ham, I shear my own fleece and I wear it. I have lawns, I have bow'rs, I have fruits, I have flow'rs, the lark is my morning
alarmer. So jolly boys now, here's Godspeed the plough. Long life and success to the farmer." Growing up in southern pastoral

Wisconsin with grandparents and uncles and aunts who were farmers, this one really speaks to me. The idyllic simple life echoed in that
verse is mirrored in the wonderful country scenes: the church, the fishing lady, the hunter, and the wonderful animals: the sheep, the
horses and pigs. On 40c this sampler measures 33 x 8, on 45c, 7.25 x 29.5. Thank you, Bunny, for dismantling the wall in your home and
bringing this to display in the shop for a bit so that many of us can be inspired by it.

More to show you next week ~ I'm running out of time this afternoon, and space. It's Thursday, and that means many wonderful
customers will come in this evening and stitch for a while, laugh a lot, and show and share their beautiful needlework. Here's what some
of them were stitching last week: Loretta's "Daughters of Longbourn" ($12) from The Stitching Parlor ~ Sheila's "Trousse a Trifils"
by A Mon Ami Pierre ~ Carol's beginnings of a lovely birth sampler from My Big Toe Designs ~ AND Carol's finished "Heart of
America" from Little House Needleworks.

Needleworkers are the best! And so are our customers! Here's three of our favorites, former Valley of the Sun residents, Karen
(Boomer) and two of her daughters, Eleanor (Pookie) and Liz (Schnookie), in for the weekend from New Jersey. All of them do exquisite
needlework, and it is our privilege to continue to do their framing so we still get to see the products of their needles, even though
they're 3,000 miles away. Don't you just love their nicknames?! They returned to Princeton with a number of beautiful projects to keep
them busy at least until Halloween.

More around the 1st of September.

Jean Lea
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